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Take Risks! 

It’s a “Pilot Program” or “Beta Test” 



We All Have Creative Potential 
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PEW Research Survey  
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 How do we capture that missing 38% 

Did You Know – PEW Research Survey  



Expanding our value 
Libraries can no longer be just about “books”; instead 
libraries must position themselves as  community 
anchors; providing for general needs as well as the 
endless learning possibilities.  

The success of libraries in the future will be determined 
by its ability to create stories rather than provide them 

Libraries are in a unique position to provide a gateway 
to new experiences, in a safe-to-fail environment 

 



If you build it they will come 



Spaces Must: 

Encourage Creativity and Invention 

Allow Discovery 

Increase Collaboration 

Generate Interaction 

Foster Innovation 
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 Your spaces and tools should allow patrons to foster creative ideas and build new inventions 

Creation and Inventions 
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 The space and tools need to allow patrons to learn by play and to discover by experience. 

Discovery 
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 Technology is inherently collaborative, bringing people together to work in unison to solve 

problems. 

Collaboration 
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 Technology and spaces needs to be interactive and intuitive in order to thrive in a 

makerspace.  

Interaction 
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 Innovation must be an original disruptive act.   

Innovation 



Libraries 

are like 

Candles 

“Libraries Are 

Screwed”  

 

By Eli Neiburger  



Key Design Concepts 

 Adding Color 

 Art 

 Have Open and Modular Areas 

Moveable Furniture 

 

 

 



Adding Color 

White = Boring  

 Think about Parks (typically colorful) 

 Painting walls is an inexpensive redesign  

 Use Fun Colors 

 Be Bold! 

Children Areas should use bright attractive and inviting colors.  

Get your community and staff involved 

 Having a painting party!  

Color alone can make a space look bigger and brighter 

   







Art 

 Have patrons create the art 

 Donate it to the library 

Mix it up as often as you like. 

There is very little cost. 

 Patrons (often younger ones) 

will feel like their work has 

been “published” 

 Sense of ownership with the 

library 

 They will become marketers for 
your library 

  



Open Areas 

Open Space ! 

Seating 

Tables 

Multi Functional Areas 

Remove/ Repurpose rooms that are used only for 

specific events: 

Activity Rooms, Meeting Rooms, etc 

Make these rooms open all the time with something going 

on all the time 

Larger, open areas allow you to rearrange your 

space much easier 

 









Furniture 

 Fun Colors 

 Use lightweight furniture (easier to move) 

 Encourage your patrons to rearrange the space to fit 

their needs. 



Furniture for your library 

 Maker Spaces 

 People pay a membership to be 

part of a 

“MakerSpace” where the tools 

are provided for them to build   

 Community Out Reach 

 Ask your community for help 

 Ask local businesses to make 

monetary donations towards 

new furniture/rooms and let 
them advertise on it 

 If Fifty People Donate Fifty 

Dollars = 

 2,500 = Very Nice New Couch. 

 



Modularity 

 Allows you to always change your environment 

 Put things on wheels 

 Desks 

 …No Need For Shelves To Be On Wheels 

 Don’t fasten  furniture to floor…  

 no one will be stealing a desk 

 

 

 



Raised Flooring 





Gaming Stations 

Gamify your library. 



A redesign for a public library 
See a virtual tour at  

http://tinyurl.com/Evolve-VirtualTour 



more on furniture/layout 
LFI (Library Furniture International) 



Children’s 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Safespace stools with custom computer counter 



Opto display wall with Jaks ottomans 



Biblomodel browsing bin system for picture books 



Shuttle computer tables with Safespace stools 



3branch Lego table 



TMC puppet theatre 



Biblomodel browsing bin system with faceout shelf and signage 



Nienkamper Vox mobile tables with TMC Flick chairs and Blottoman stools 



Biblomodel browsing bin system with capacity shelf and signage. TMC Lorca chairs and Safespace stools. 



TMC Kestral tables with Flick chairs 



TMC Plover tables and chairs, wood browsing bins and Zetty Train.   



TMC Plover computer carrels 



TMC Kestral tables with Flick chairs on castors  



3branch custom shadowbox end panels on Biblomodel browsing bin shelving 



3branch mag|stak single tower paperback displays 



TMC Zetty benches with perimeter designs and Kestral Table with Plover chairs. 



TMC bench with mobile storage bins  



3branch mag|stak quad merchandiser and custom bamboo end panels 



Teen 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Opto display wall 



TMC café table with Flick chairs, Haworth Hello mobile stool and Opto display wall. 



Opto four-way mobile displays and Biblomodel Elements A-frames 



Opto display wall 



Nienkamper Blob lounge chairs and Opto display wall 



Jaks ottomans 



Biblomodel Elements A-frames with custom computer terminal 



Shelving 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Biblomodel mobile display shelving 



Biblomodel new book display shelving with glass end panels 



Biblomodel Elements A-frames for new media 



Biblomodel shelving with integrated table frames and faceout shelf 



Biblomodel new book display forming radius with custom spacer wedges 



Biblomodel new book display shelving 



Biblomodel shelving with integrated table frames and faceout shelves 



Biblomodel Elements A-frame for display 



Biblomodel new book display shelving 



Biblomodel Elements A-frame shelving with media browsing shelves 



Biblomodel shelving for oversized books 



Desks 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Nienkamper Vox modular desk with bamboo panels and quartz counter 



Nienkamper Vox modular desk with laminate panels and counter 



Nienkamper Vox modular desk with sitting and standing modules 



3branch modular desk with wood front and solid surface counter 



3branch modular desk with wood front and solid surface counter with back storage 



3branch modular desk with wood front and solid surface counter and quad self-check  



3branch modular desk with wood front and solid surface counter 



3branch modular desk with laminate front and counter 



3branch modular desk with wood front and solid surface counter 



Lounge 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Nienkamper Tuxedo Classic lounge chairs and Biarritz occasional table 



Nienkamper Tuxedo lounge chairs and Folder occasional tables 



Kellex lounge chair and occasional table 



Kellex Sedona lounge chairs with 3branch mag|box for magazines and newspapers  



Kellex Morgan lounge chairs with custom coffee table 



TMC Marseilles bench 



David Edward Elise lounge chairs and Logic laptop tables 



Martin Brattrud curved booth seating with custom small tables 



Encore lounge chairs with Host laptop table 



Tables 

Children’s                             Teen                              Shelving                               Desks                               Lounge                           Tables    



Nienkamper Vox tables with Stylex Welcome chairs 



3branch tables with Stylex Welcome chairs 



Nienkamper Wogg folding table with Campus Air chairs  



Nienkamper Monogram height adjustable tables with power console 



Custom computer counter with power boxes and acrylic dividers and Stylex Welcome chairs 



Nienkamper Vox computer tables with 3form acrylic dividers  



Nienkamper Vox computer tables with glass dividers and power raceway system  



Collection Concepts 

Rotating Collection 

Provides an “always new” environment 

Child Friendly Shelves 

Bin style shelving, so children can “flip” 

through books 

Props to show collection (not books) 



Shelving Ideas 

 Find books that covers are colorful, and choose 
the books that coordinate with that season 

 Red and Green Books = Christmas 

 Orange and Black = Halloween 

 



Mystery Bags  



Workflow Concepts 

 Self Check Out Units  

 Even children are highly receptive to the ability to do things on 

their own and utilize technology 

Mobile Check Out / Catalog Units 

 Allow people to use a tablet to either search or check out 

material 

 Standing “Help Desk” 

 Have one or two people at a single circulation desk 

The rest are out on the floor to offer suggestions, help, and guidance 



Break 



So…What Is “Making” 



















Public Service Announcement 

Coding is the gateway to the 

future 



Tools To Learn to Code 

Ozobot  

 Programmable robot that 

learns by drawing 

 

 Hopscotch  

 Free App to code activities 

on iPad 

 Hummingbird / Finch 

Code Robots using Scratch 

 

Arduino Boards  

Can design some 

impressive wearables 

through code 

 



You are making if you are doing this: 



Membership Maker Spaces 

Find Your Local Maker Space: 

https://wiki.hackerspaces.org/ 

 



Space Lab, Mokena, IL 



Pumping Station: One – Chicago, IL 



NYC Resistor 



Food For Thought 

You do not need a dedicated space to be a 

“maker library” 

Share resources across other libraries 

You do not need to buy all the latest and 

greatest technology 

You can start off small and grow 



A Space Can Have These Items: 



A Space Can Have These Items: 

                 Needs People 



People: YOU 

Be A Risk Taker 

Be A Rule Breaker  

(Within reason) 

Have Passion 

Have Drive 



People- Staff 

Have motivated and positive staff 

Staff members who want to do more than just “check 

in and out books” 

Skill Assessment 

Staff members all have unique skills / hobbies 

Create badges / shirts that help identify the staff members 
with those specific skills 

 



People- Community 

You probably know the needs of your patrons 

But do you know the skills of your patrons? 

 Identify which patrons have which skills 

You will be very surprised how willing they are to help 

start a new program at your library! 

Give Volunteers things they can be proud of.  



Things Community Can Teach In Your Space 

Fishing 

Cooking 

Boat Building  

Building Computers 

Circuits  

Robotics 

3D Design / Animation 

The Sciences (Physics, 

Biology, Chemistry…ie 

experiments) 

Coding 

Websites 

Applications 

Couponing! 

 



Fab Labs and Maker 

Spaces 



Evolve: A Library Playground 

 Fab Lab / “Hackerspace” 

 A location where people with common interests 

(usually in computers, technology, science, or 

digital or electronic art) meet, socialize and/or 

collaborate.  

 Can be viewed as open community labs 

incorporating elements of workshops and/or 

studios where people can come together to share 

resources and knowledge to build and make 

things and ideas. 

 Combining the positive & fun aspects of schools, 

museums, and playgrounds into one “entity”. 

 



Types of Learning Spaces 

Collaborative Areas (Either Network Based or In A Room) 

Provide Tools (Hardware and/or  Software) 

Learning Labs or Training Centers 

 







Music / Graphic Design / Video Editing / Programming 



Programming 

 There is a bigger and bigger demand for programmers 

 Code.Org 

 Tools: 

 Scratch for entry programming 

 Lots of technology now is “open” so you can program 

your own ideas to it 



3D Printing  



Some Rules….This Is Not Making: 



Allen County Public Library  



Multimedia Room 

 Use the room for: 

 Movie Nights 

 Presentations  

 Building Ideas 

 Jeopardy 

 Components of a Multimedia Room: 

 Clickers 

 Smart Board 

 Fully Integrated Sound System 

 DVD/Blu-ray Player 

 “Control Unit” (Creston or Levitron) 





The 4th floor is a public laboratory and 

educational facility with a focus on 

information, design, technology, and 

the applied arts. 

The 14,000 sq foot space hosts 

equipment, expertise, programs, 

events, and meetings that work within 

this scope. 

While traditional library spaces support 

the consumption of knowledge by 

offering access to media, the 4th floor is 

unique because it supports the 

production, connection, and sharing of 

knowledge by offering access to tools 

and instruction. 

 

Chattanooga ”Fourth Floor” 



DOK Lab (www.doklab.nl) 
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 Safe To Fail 

Environment 

 Gateways To New 

Ideas 

 Provide New Tools 

and Resources 

 The Next Big 
Entrepreneurial 
Startup 

• In school, your 

younger patrons 

are not given 

opportunities to 

learn by failure or 

experimentation 

• You can spark 

interest into fields 

such as 

engineering, 

programming, 

business 

development…and 

more 

• Libraries are about 

providing access. 

These tools are not 

always easily 

accessible for our 

patrons. 

• What if your library 

helped launch the 

next big super star 

in the competitive 

tech community? 

So Why In A Library? 



Things Not To Do With Your Space 

Do not have things locked 
up and stored away 

How will anyone know of 
the AWESOME things you 
have? 

 Instead, set up demo areas 
and have your space’s 
content out and in use  

Have a staff member 
actually playing and using 
the space instead of 
patrolling it 



Battle Plan 



Big Goals for your Space 



Building A Business 

Use the space to incubate businesses and 

ideas 



Creating Challenges 

Use your own developmental projects (as in 

Software or Web Solutions) and have the 

makerspace help (coding) 

Use the makerspace to market your programs 

and events (graphics / video / 3D Design) 

 Identify a problem in the community and have 

the space spearhead a solution (collaboration) 



Start Up 

Weekend 

http://startupweekend.org/ 

“No Talk, All Action.  

Launch a startup in  

54 hours” 



Makerfaire 

Your Library should be on the 

pulse of any local MakerFaire, 

and be participating: 

http://librarymakerfest.org/ 

June 18th   



Websites to help  

Instructables 

Make it @ Your library: 

http://makeitatyourlibrary.org/  

 



NASA Collaboration 

Work with scientists, astronauts, and more to co-

develop ideas 



Ways To Engage Your 

Space 
A great MakerSpace will fail if no one engages the patrons 



Staff Communication 

Get Them Involved In Your Library 

Tech 

Books 

Stories 

Get “resident” experts 

Cooking 

Computing 

Fishing… 

AND LET THE PATRONS KNOW WHICH STAFF ARE EXPERTS ON 

SPECIFIC HOBBIES 



Engagement Ideas 

  Ask these things out of the blue.  

 Books 

 Ask them their thoughts 

 Suggestions for collection 

 Recommend other reads 

 Computing 

 Ask them what games they want to see 

 Programming 

 Ask them what programs they like. 

 Socially 

 Ask how they are doing.  

 Homework Help 

 Offer ways to help them on assignments. Bring them snacks 

and beverages. Positive reinforcement.  

 Remind them a library can be more than just “books”  



Ubisoft Laser Tag 

Score Keeping, Board Projecting Score Board, Laser Tag 

Game! 

Discover New Places In Libraries Through Objectives 

Hunger Games style playing.   



Miniature Golf 

Purchase Cheap Plastic and Foam to setup Paths and 

fairways with felt.  

Have it throughout the library, engage the participants 

through your space.  



Zombie Movie 

Film A Zombie Movie (Cameras and some Face Paint for Your Library) 



Other Cool Activities 

 Library Lockin 

 Play Games, Watch Movies, Etc.  

 Teddy Bear Lockin 

 Children drop off their stuffed animals, and staff 

take pictures with their stuffed animals interacting 

in the library 

 Break and Make 

 Take apart an object and put it back together 

 UFO – Unfinished Objects 

 Complete and unfished work – from music, to art, 

to technology hardware 

 Music / Art Show Case 

 Challenge your users to share their creative works.  



Break 

 



Interactive 

Technology 

Fill The Space With Fun Interactive Technology 

Allow People to CHECK THINGS out 



Sphero Ball …. MSRP: $130 (LIBRARIES99 Code) 

Guide Through Library (Follow The Ball) 
People Approach The Ball – Curiosity 

Easily Programmable 

Also Play Tag 

 

 



Lego WeDo’s …. MSRP $130 

Simple, Drag and Drop GUI Based Program 

There is a nation wide Lego Robotics Contest 

Software: $90.00 

 



Lego Mindstorm …. MSRP $300 
More Advance Programming 

There is a nation wide Lego Robotics Contest 

Software: $80.00 

 



Tiggly Shapes/Counts/Words…MSRP $30.00 

Uses soft and strong rubber shapes to teach younger 

children about shapes in a fun and interactive way, using 

an iPad or Android Tablet 



littleBits… MSRP $100-200 

littleBits is an open source library of electronic modules 

that snap together with tiny magnets for prototyping, 

learning, and fun. 

15% off for libraries 



Cubelets … MSRP: $160 

Cubelets are incredibly fun and easy. Build your own 

robot in seconds, without any programming.   



MOSS 
Fun robots that you can build and then remotely control. 



Makey-Makey…MSRP: $49.95 

MaKey MaKey is an invention kit for the 21st century. Turn 

everyday objects into touchpads and combine them 

with the internet. It's a simple Invention Kit for Beginners 

and Experts doing art, engineering, and everything in 

between 



Finch…MSRP: $99 
The Finch was designed to allow students to write richly 

interactive programs. On-board features include: 

Light, temperature, and obstacle sensors, Accelerometers, 

Motors, Buzzer, Full-color beak LED, Pen mount for drawing 

capability, Plugs into USB port - no batteries required  



Hummingbird…MSRP: $200 

Hummingbird is designed to enable engineering and 

robotics activities for ages 13 and up (10 with adult 

supervision) that involve the making of robots, kinetic 

sculptures, and animatronics built out of a combination of 

kit parts and crafting materials. 



3 Doodler…MSRP $100  

Draw in 3D! 



Empathy Toy…MSRP $150 

is a blindfolded puzzle game that can only be solved 

when players learn to understand each other. 



Brown Dog Gadgets: Starting around $5 per kit 

Brown Dog Gadgets offers a vast array of awesome, easy 

to do, and affordable invention kits.  From  building simple 

robots, to solar powered bugs, to sewing circuits; 

everything is possible. 



OZOBOT…MSRP: $50 

Learn how to program by drawing 



LIGHTUP… MSRP: $50 

Learn how to program by drawing 



Zac Browser 

Zac Browser 
Cost: $0.00 + Hardware (750) 

AWE Computer 
Cost w/ Hardware = $2500+ 



Kurio Tablet 

Kurio Tablet: $99.99-150 iPad: $499.99 



Smart Tables…MSRP 4-5k 



Future of Technology 

Goals of Technology 

 To discover and curate of 
information 

 Value adds (efficiency, reliability) 

 To build or discover new “things” 

General Themes 

 Touch-Based 

 Gesture-Based 

 Object Orientated 

 Wearable Technology 

 Data Curation / Predictable 

Technologies 

 Open Source Hardware  



Touch Based 

 People want to touch everything 

 Discover Through Touch 

 Search Through Touch 

 Learn Through Touch 











Gesture Based 

 Communicate with Technology Hands Free 

 Uses multiple cameras to detect depth/movement 

 Microsoft Kinect 

 Sites to Explore:  

 Microsoft Kinect (We Will Demo) 

 Leap Motion (We Will Also Demo) 

 PrimeSense 

 Evoluce  

 















Wearable Gesture Based Computing 

http://www.pranavmistry.com/projects/sixthsense/ 



Object Orientated 

 Use Objects to interact with surfaces 











Promotion 



Social Media 



Social Media is about 

 Networking 

Meeting new people who you won’t ordinarily meet (outside of 

the people you know personally) 

 Sharing of ideas and concerns 

Collaboration and engagement 

 A strong network is needed to run a successful business 

or start-up 

 Same goes for a public library 

 You need people who support and love what you do. Your 
closely nit group of friends/family isn’t enough 



Social Media – Hard Work 

 You need to be vigilant and active on social media 

 People expect quick responses 

 You need to do A LOT of statistical tracking, monitoring, and constantly 

revisiting your social media strategy. 



Funding 



This is me 



Sell Your Idea 



Multiple Steps to Successfully Promote 



How Do You/Your Space/Library Stand Out? 

 What is your style? 

 What are your 

values? 

 What are your 

skills / attributes? 



 Branding Your 

Idea/Project/Librar

y 

What “value add” 

do we provide? 



Branding 

 Come up with a cool catch phrase, acronym, or other way to 

describe your project or library. 

 Give your project a quick and easy name 

 Promote your brand across Social Media 

 Freebies 

 Everyone loves give-a-ways. 

  Buttons and Stickers are inexpensive 

 T-Shirts/Posters are a bit more costly 

 Get people wondering 

 What is Project X? Give people [patrons, companies, etc] small snippets 

of what is going on 



Develop a pitch 
 Short (15 seconds-30 seconds) 

 Provide Teasers (ROIs) 

We have over 20,000 users and I want to bring in your technology to 

our library to encourage learning/engagement/collaboration.  I 

have a few questions, if you can call me back at ###-###-####. 

 If they do answer, schedule a time to conference call.  

 Honesty 

 Be honest to who you are speaking with. Disclose budget for a 

project. 

 You have the power 

 Keep in mind, you are choosing that product. Let those vendors 
know that YOU picked THEM to be part of the library experience. 

Explain how it’s a free marketing tool for them, they are getting 

exposure in the community and/or libraryland    

 



ROIs 

 As a library, we invest in things which provide some benefit that outweighs 

the cost of us purchasing it 

  Benefits > Cost 

 Companies do the same thing, but their model is easier to calculate: 

 Revenue > Cost 

 Formula for dealing with companies, explain to them this model: 

 Our Benefits + Discounted Pricing > Your Cost 

 Benefits are hard to price tag… 



Get People to Work WITH You 
 Exposure 

We have more control over books than Barnes and Nobles plus Borders 

combined. 

 Explain the amount of patrons your library sees weekly 

 Delivered Content 

Companies spend a lot of money (from paying an employee) to deliver their 

content (product or service) to their prospective buyers. 

Libraries can deliver content, as it is our job to our community.  

We also support all of our delivered content 

Community Support / Charity 

Companies are often required to “give-back” to communities  

Offer press releases, naming of chairs/rooms, etc. 

 



Harris Interactive (2007 Survey) 
PURCHASING BOOKS, CDS AND DVDS 

 

Whether young or old, people purchase from a retailer 

something after they’ve checked out it of the local library. 

  40% of adults and 36% of youth have purchased a book (hard cover or 

soft cover) after checking it out from the local library. 

  20% of adults and 22% of youth have purchased CDs after checking 

them out  

 22% of adults and 25% of youth have purchased DVDs after checking 

them out.  



The Art of Asking 

 Amanda Palmer 

 

 

 

 

 http://www.ted.com/talks/amanda_palmer_the_art_of_asking 

 

“Don't make people pay for music, says Amanda Palmer: Let them. In a passionate talk that 

begins in her days as a street performer (drop a dollar in the hat for the Eight-Foot Bride!), she 

examines the new relationship between artist and fan.” – TED Talks  

http://www.ted.com/talks/amanda_palmer_the_art_of_asking


Build Relationships (Out Reach) 

Meet vendors/companies for breakfast/lunch/dinner.  Talk to 

them about your Brand and Pitches 

 Share ideas and visions 

 Brainstorm and collaborate 

 Become friends with your vendors/companies.  

Go to events in town and display you are from the library 

Get involved in your community.  

 





Expanding Your Circle of Influence 

We all have a circle of influence 

My friends / colleagues who like the work I do 

They have a circle of influence 

 Those people are the ones who like the work my colleague does 

Chances are, I don’t know most of them 

 That group of people also has a circle of influence of people who 

trust them 

Chances are, I don’t know any of them 

 ^--This is your audience, the people you need to introduce your 

BRAND too.  





What can you ask of people? 

Donations of Physical Products 

Donations of Money 

Connections 

Perhaps the most valuable of all.   



Communicate Your Needs 

Who to Ask 

Patrons 

Local Businesses  

Global or Large 

Companies 

Friends of the Library 

Local Colleges and 

Schools 

 

 

 

 

How to Ask 

Directly 

Phone Conversations 

Face to Face 

Conversations 

 Indirectly 

Reaching out through 

other mediums 

Internet (Social Media) 

Referrals (People) 



Twitter 

 Use Twitter to ask vendors or product manufacturers for help 



Miniature Event 









LinkedIn 

 A great place to write longer articles and have them shared in your 

network: 

One of my post was not successful.  

 

If someone where to like my post, I 

would 

expand my social influence to the next 

circle  

(So those people’s connections) 

 

If one of their connections engaged 

my update 

I would expand to the third circle. That 

is my goal 





Crowd Source Funding  



Donations 
 Ask for donations to the project 

 Name Rooms after Business who sponsor parts of 

renovation 

 Give-Aways 

 Work Up Organizational Charts 

 





Volunteers  

 Ask People To Help Build Area 

Manual Labor 

Paint 

Move Furniture 

Set Up Computers or Furniture 

Support 

Some patrons are:  

Engineers 

Programmers 

Video/Photographers 

Designers, Builders 

 Everyone can be: 

Innovators 

 

 



Places to save money 

 Buy Refurbished 

 Refurbishment is the distribution of products (usually electronics) that have been 

previously returned to a manufacturer or vendor for various reasons. Refurbished 

products are normally tested for functionality and defects before they are sold, 

and thus are the approximate equivalent of certified pre-owned cars. - 

Wikipedia 

 Refurbs are OK!!! 

 Discount Sites: 

 1SaleADay.Com 

 Woot.Com 

 Monoprice.Com  

 E-Bay 

 TechSoup 

 





Ask for Giveways 

 Companies love to provide “give-a-ways” 

 Just Ask! 

 Pens, Notepads, etc 

 Fifty For Fifty 

 Asking 50 people to donate 50 dollars 

 ($2500 to buy new furniture) 



Developing Software 

 The cost to develop custom software is hard to put a price tag on. 

 Ask Local Colleges/Universities for help 

 Their students are often required to seek project work (where they don’t get 

paid). 

 Unpaid Internships  

 Pitch the experience to do something for library-land, great exposure, great 

resume add.   

 Build development groups in your library. 

 Hire programmers/technology enthusiasts on your staff 

 



So What Is Next 



The Next …. 

What if you made your library a: 

Startup Hub? 

An Idea Center 

A Place to Beta Test 

Use the tools in your makerspace 

But first…get those people into your space 
and part of your space 

 

 

Now lets talk about improvement 



Building Extraordinary Teams and 

Improving Process 

 Building Teams 

 Building Environments 

 Measuring Success / Failure 

 Improvement Plans (QA) 

 

 



What's an Effective Team 

 Share of Leadership Roles 

 Share Accountability 

 Reliability 

 Adaptability 

 



Managing a team is a lot like… 



Happy Teams are: Paid Well 



Happy Teams are: Mentored 



Happy Teams are: Challenged 



Happy Teams are: Promoted 



Happy Teams are: Involved 



Happy Teams are: Appreciated and 

Valued 



Happy Teams are: On A Mission 



Happy Teams are: Empowered 



Happy Teams are: Trusted 



Road to Success 

 Quick 15 Minute Meetings Each Day 

 Have One-On-One Meetings 

 Fun and Social Activities 

 Drive Innovation 

 Leaders should have two main concerns: people and production 

 High concern for people motivates the team and they become more productive 

 High concern for production creates sense of achievement and satisfaction 

 



What You Can Do: 

 
Communicate 

If you have a problem with someone in your group, talk to them about 
it. Letting bad feelings brew will only make you sour and want to 
isolate yourself from the group. 

 
Don't Blame Others 

You're not fooling anyone, people know who isn't pulling his/her 
weight in a group. Pointing the finger will only make you look 
cowardly. 

Support Group  nobody likes a know-it-all…..support your team member’s ideas 

No Bragging Superstar’s are just as bad…be a mentor not a braggart 

Listen Actively 

 

Look at the person who's speaking to you, nod, ask probing questions 
and acknowledge what's said by paraphrasing points that have been 
made 

Get Involved Take the time to help your fellow teammates - if you've helped them 
in past, they'll be more than happy to lend a helping hand. 



Environments 

Building an enjoyable environment is important 

to the success of 

Employees 

Process 

Product 



Why Do You Come To Work? 

It’s a job/you need money 

You like the job/people 





The Old Way: 



The New Way: 



Outcomes 

Employees come into work EARLY and stay LATE 

Employees build products that drive OUR 
success 

Employees act as a family 

They look out for each other 

Cover each other’s shift 

Host “parties” and “get together’s” at work.  

Customer Service rating is through the roof.  



Survey’s 

 Traditional Survey (Measures Customer Satisfaction) 

 NPS Survey (Measures Customer Loyalty) 

 Engage your respondents through effective surveys  to drive the desired results to 

your business. 

 Make informed decisions 

 Identifies weaknesses and highlights new opportunities  

 Overall, the response rate to surveys is poor. There are ways to improve it.  

 

 

 Find out if customers are talking about you / overall impression 



NPS 

 Goal: To determine if your users will recommend service/you/library 

 Usually includes a small amount of follow-up questions to help understand why 

they would recommend / not recommend 

 Identify Users 

 You are able to identify the loyal customers and the “naysayers”.  

 Without a plan to act on results, all surveys are useless.  

 







NPS 



NPS 

 Promoters (score 9-10) are loyal enthusiasts who will keep 
referring others, fueling growth. 

 Passives (score 7-8) are satisfied but unenthusiastic customers 
who are vulnerable to competitive offerings. 

 Detractors (score 0-6) are unhappy customers who can 
damage your brand and impede growth through negative 
word-of-mouth. 

 To calculate your NPS, take the percentage of customers 
who are Promoters and subtract the percentage who are 
Detractors. 

 



Promoters 



Passives 



Detractors 



Top Brands from 2013 – NPS is a 

Comparable Metric 
 Airlines = Southwest at 66% 

 Auto Insurance = USAA at 76% 

 Banking = USAA at 78% 

 Brokerage & Investments = Vanguard at 56% 

 Cable & Satellite TV = Verizon at 32% 

 Cellular Phone Service = Tracfone at 39% 

 Computer Hardware = 32%; Apple = 72% 

 Credit Cards = 9%; American Express = 41% 

 Department, Wholesale and Specialty Stores 

= Costco at 78%  

 Grocery and Supermarkets = Trader Joe's at 

63% 

 Health Insurance = Kaiser at 35% 

 Homeowners Insurance = USAA at 80% 

 Hotel = Marriott at 62% 

 Internet Service = Brighthouse Networks at 29% 

 Laptop Computers = Apple at 76% 

 Online Entertainment = Netflix at 50% 

 Online Search and Information = 43%; Google = 53% 

 Online Services = Amazon at 69% 

 Smartphones = Apple at 70% 

 Software and Apps = TurboTax at 54% 

 Tablet Computers = Apple at 65% 

 Travel Websites = TripAdvisor at 36% 

 



Important Question 

Asking “Would You Recommend XYZ” is the key question.   

After getting the scores, there must be a process in place to drive 

improvements and provide follow ups.  

The most successful companies using Net Promoter 

 build out a complete operational model with  

NPS as its centerpiece.  

 



Survey Tips: Ask the Right People  

 Identify your target audience 

 Tailor questions for accuracy  

 Deliver surveys on the most effective communication channel (Social Media, 

Email, Phone, etc) 

 



Survey Tips – Short and Sweet 

 Clear and Concise  

 Get the must have information 

 Surveys should last about 5 minutes 

 Avoid Open Ended Questions 

 



Survey Tips: Be Unique 

 No one likes the mass generic emails. Customize the invite 

 Personal Greeting  

 Branding 

 Effective and Inviting Subject Line 



Survey Types 

 Web/Email 

 Telephone 

 Paper 

 

 Let people know ahead of time a survey is coming. This will result in higher 

response rates.  



Obtaining Surveys 

 On The Fly 

 Call Backs / Forms 

 Automated Dialing: 

 https://www.precisionpolling.com/ 

 https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback  

https://www.precisionpolling.com/
https://www.precisionpolling.com/
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback
https://www.twilio.com/elements/automated-surveys-and-feedback


Our Findings 

 Training 

 Not all agents were trained properly 

 Burn Outs 

 Some agents worked too much and didn’t take time away from work. Ended up 

in resulting in poor experiences 

 Customer Service Training 

 Some agents needed help with positioning statements 



Eliminate the deadweight 

Not All Ideas Are 

Good 

Run Reports on: 

Database Usage 

Specific Book 

Collections 

Outdated Programs 



Dealing with Customers 

 Tone changes when standing 

 Avoid “Negative Words” 

 Unfortunately, we don’t have that book.  

 You can’t use the 3D Printer currently. 

 I’m not the correct department 

 Instead Say: 

 I can place that book on hold for you as there is no copies available. Alternatively, may I recommend XYZ. 

 I would love to have you use the 3D printer, but first XYZ 

 I can get you over to someone who can assist you.  

 Don’t Apologize, but show Empathy.  



Improving Service Levels 

What can we do to improve our service? 

Quality Assurance (QA Process) 

Person reaches out and asks about the experience. 

What could have been done differently to improve service? 

What would you like to see? 

Reportable and Measurable 

Share the wins 

Improve the losses 



Contact Me 

Brian Pichman 

 @bpichman 

 815.534.0403 

 bpichman@evolveproject.org 


